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Made in Italy
COMPANY
Starcell SpA was founded in 1987 and began its manufacturing activities in 1992,
all thanks to Mr Carlo Daveri, an engineer with a wealth of experience spanning 30
years in the sector of chemical and mechanical plants. Mr Daveri, who is still the
Sole Director of the company, set up quality and production parameters of the
highest level so that STARCELL SpA has become a reference point in its sector,
in particular for everything regarding aluminium honeycomb panels.
The company is dedicated to the production and marketing of hollow core
(honeycomb) and solid core (i.e. MDF) panels covered with a vast range of
materials.

Plant
STARCELL SpA was incorporated on the 17/07/87, with its registered office in
Pescopagano (PZ) and its administration offices in Milan. During the 1990s, after
an intense period of research, the Company built the first and only Italian plant for
the manufacture of aluminium honeycomb. This plant is still today unique in its
kind in Italy. The production facilities are located in Calitri (AV) in the Nerico
industrial zone and have an area owned by the company of approx. 33 000mq; of
which more than 13 000mq are covered. In order to meet increased demand
STARCELL SpA has recently defined plans to enlarge the covered area to more
than 22 000mq.
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Products: Honeycomb panels
70% of STARCELL SpA’s current production is composed of panels with hollow
cells (alveolar), using above all aluminium honeycomb (manufactured in
STARCELL SpA’s plant) as well as plastic alveolar. The advantages of ‘hollow cell’
production can be seen from its extremely high mechanical performance (rigidity),
the light weight of the finished product, its fire and atmospheric agent resistance
and last, but not least, the almost total recycling ability of its components.
STARCELL SpA uses 3 different production processes which allow the use of a
manifold of materials to cover and finish these products.
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Products: Solid cell panels
As well as the traditional production of aluminium honeycomb panels (2 production
lines) STARCELL SpA has also developed a specific production line for sandwich
and solid core panels. Calcium silicate, PVC, polyurethane foam, as well as multilayers, MDF and, in general, any solid cell material can be used to produce an
infinite variety of ‘solid core’ panels with aesthetic and performance features able
to satisfy even the most varied needs of the clientele, both in terms of
quality/finishes and those regarding product certification and environmental
conservation.
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Products: Finishing
The differing processes and its manufacturing flexibility allow STARCELL SpA to
offer any type of finish required, while at the same time guaranteeing an excellent
hold in all conditions of use: marble, granite, recomposed stone, ceramics, gres
porcellanato, cement fibre, copper, zinc, anti-drip metal, stainless steel, anodized
or pre-painted aluminium, decorated laminates (HPL and CPL), rubber, linoleum,
PVC, compacted and expanded resins, wooden supports in general, wood
veneers ( rare wood species), hi-tech materials
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SPECIAL PROCESSES: Finished Products
Our clients are increasingly on the lookout for both ‘semi-worked’ and ‘finished’
products in order to limit the number of suppliers and to decrease warehouse and
logistical costs. For this reason STARCELL SpA is able to carry out all necessary
additional workings either in its own factory (CNC machinery) or by means of third
party companies working in specific markets in order to satisfy the most disparate
of needs. From a ‘just- in- time’ point of view and to satisfy the elevator market,
Starcell uses an automated warehouse and it is thanks to this that it is able to
manage even small orders for all types of finishing.
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SERVICES
Design and Planning
STARCELL SpA obtained the TUV certification in 2000. Together with the afore
mentioned certification and using its own internal structure or by means of specific
agreements with external technical studios, STARCELL SpA is able to support its
clientele in the technical development of any project linked to the construction
industry, interior furnishing market – with particular reference to the transport
sector (naval and rail) and the civil one (furniture and ‘contract’ industries) – where
the application of sandwich panels is required, with their light weight, fire
resistance and high mechanical performance.

Customer Service
Throughout its 20 year history STARCELL SpA has always distinguished itself with
its clientele for both its high level of manufacturing and for the level of service
offered after the supply of its own products. This after- sales service has allowed
STARCELL SpA to be included in the ‘TOP SUPPLIERS’ list by companies who
are global market leaders in their sectors, so much so that STARCELL SpA is
considered not only as a supplier of materials, but also as a ‘partner’ to all intents
and purposes.
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MARKET APPLICATIONS
NAVAL: Cruise ships/Fast Ferries
The increasing request for large cruise ships and fast ferries to have lighter
structures has led to the success of sandwich panels with aluminium honeycomb
cores. Their high level of mechanical performance, flexibility and ease of use, as
well as their extremely light weight means they can be used to make structures
which contribute to an increase in on-board comfort and to the general
performance of the unit; within the framework of full passenger safety, determined
by the resistance to fire and to the absence of toxic fumes in the honeycomb
panels manufactured by STARCELL SpA and certified in accordance with MED
regulations

NAVAL: Military ships
As well as panels in aluminium honeycomb, which have been used for a long time
for both structural and non structural applications (furniture, bulkheads, floors,
engine rooms, crew bunks etc.), military units increasingly need non-metallic core
panels (nomex, solid cell, self-extinguishing structural foams) for applications on
hyper technological special units; thanks to the several production lines in its plant,
STARCELL SpA is able to supply numerous and various sandwich panel
typologies to satisfy both the requests for “traditional” materials and those for
materials considered “strategic” to military applications
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NAVAL: Pleasure craft
The request for an ever increase in performance without sacrificing on-board
comfort has led to the exponential success of ‘sandwich’ structures – in their
numerous variety – in the pleasure craft sector. Thanks to the incredibly high level
of mechanical performance together with an extremely light weight, the simplicity of
working on them, the numerous and various possible configurations as well as the
surface finishes typical of ‘sandwich’ structures, STARCELL SpA panels have
applications in boats from the smallest to the most luxurious of mega-yachts,
approved in accordance with the most recent safety regulations .

Rail transport- interiors
The recent success in the rail sector, in particular regarding high-speed lines, has
also led to the use of innovative materials with a low weight and high performance
such as sandwich panels. These materials have allowed designers to improve
travel comfort while at the same time respecting regulations regarding the emission
of toxic fumes and fire resistance. With its wide range of products, state of the art
production lines and workings STARCELL SpA is an ideal partner for designers
and constructors, who can manufacture the carriage components in one
production site.
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Road transport- interiors
Its experience in naval and rail transport has allowed STARCELL SpA to insert the
use of sandwich panels within the area of road transport interiors: the simplicity of
working on them, the possibility of countless finishes, the high level of mechanical
and safety features are successfully contributing to the development of this new
market where STARCELL SpA is proposing itself as a supplier of not only a simple
panel, but also and above all of a ‘finished piece’, thanks to the possibility of
working on the panels internally and supplying them to the client ready for
assembly.

Construction
Contract & Wall Cladding
Civil applications, in particular ‘contracts’ have always been one of the most
important markets for STARCELL SpA, both in terms of alveolar and solid core
panels. The latter, whilst having a lower mechanical performance than honeycomb,
guarantee an excellent one from a sound attenuation and installation ease point of
view against competitive purchase and operational costs. Honeycomb panels
have, however, few rivals in the production of raised floors, thanks to their
lightweight and high mechanical features (high load bearing capacity).
In the wall cladding sector, STARCELL SpA manufacturing is extremely
appreciated for both continuous facades and ventilated walls. Products such as
PGA (fibreglass) and FP (aluminium/steel/copper) are, for those who work in this
field, an excellent solution able to combine many fundamental parameters
including: extreme rigidity and light weight, flexibility in their use, ease in the
installation of even large panels (lightweight), high level of dimensional stability
over time, possibility of using different types of panel fixing systems depending on
the coating type required.
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Elevators
Production flexibility (honeycomb and solid core panels), an automated
warehouse, and the ability to produce even small quantities in a short time (just- intime) has allowed STARCELL SpA to become one of the main suppliers of
sandwich panels for the most important global companies producing elevator
systems and cabins. Furthermore, the ability to offer alternative solutions to
conventional production, even that regarding self supporting structures, has
contributed to the success of STARCELL SpA with small sized constructors who
use numerous and various materials with extremely differing dimensions.
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Furniture
Furniture and furnishings
The use of materials with both hollow and solid cell cores as well as the possibility
to produce panels with many different types of adhesive has allowed STARCELL
SpA to become one of the most complete and reliable suppliers of flat surfaces in
the furniture sector. A high production capacity and a wide product range are able
to satisfy both the request for large amounts by established companies and a
‘prototype’ production for craftsmen or individual clients who wish to make an
exclusive piece in terms of finish or dimensional and structural features.
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Special workings
The request for ‘a finished product’ has become the norm in the sandwich panel
market. For this reason and in the light of total satisfaction regarding customer
needs, STARCELL SpA has created a department in its plant dedicated to panel
finishing. These operations include not only the made to measure squaring off of
all the manufactured panels (including those in galvanised steel), but also
interventions decidedly more significant such as edges, CNC machine working, the
insertion of mechanical connecting organs and the supplying of appropriate
installation systems with which to fix the panels to the wall
Edge typologies
A) Linear edge: gluing of a ABS, PVC or aluminium edge by a linear machine.
The edge may be painted to coordinate with the panel colour. This type of
edge has a good tear resistance and a particularly contained cost so is very
suitable for mass production.
B) Glued edge: a variant of the linear edge which sees the filling of the core
with a filler (expanding foam etc) and a successive gluing of the edge.
Suitable for thicker panels with a medium-high cost.
C) Open edge profiles: insertion of an edge fastening on the panel edge. This
is a complex process with costs and finished aspect superior to that of a
linear edge and it is therefore recommended for small scale production.
D) Folding: this is carried out on panels to obtain the effect of a full piece,
without added elements. The aesthetic aspect is excellent but the
complexity of the process and its cost makes it incompatible with an
industrial type production.
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